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1 Introduction 

This document provides a detailed specification of all the functionalities related to the CRDM Cleansing 

Tool components to be developed for T2-T2S Consolidation project. 

It consists in the definition of the data scope of the tool (section 2), the description of the input 

parameters that can be provided by the requesting users (section 3), the description of the deletion 

method in section 4 and the processing description in section 5. 

The cleansing tool workflow description and security information are part of sections 6 and 7 

respectively. 

2 Data scope 

The CRDM Cleansing Tool covers all T2 reference data entities that have been created using the 

following modes of interaction: 

- U2A Graphical User Interface 

- A2A Messages exchange 

- Data Migration Tool  

 

The cleansing tool does not cover entities which have been created with last level interventions. 

 

Coverage includes: 

- Entities which have been created using a regular mode of interaction and then updated either 

using a standard channel or with a last level intervention  

- Entities which have been logically deleted  

- Entities whose creation has been accepted in 4 Eyes mode but not yet confirmed by another 

user (Awaiting for approval status) 

 

2.1 Input channel  

As the Common Reference Data Management component is shared amongst several settlement 

services, it can be accessed through several channels (e.g. T2, T2S, TIPS, etc.). 
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The cleansing tool takes into account requests which have been received via U2A, A2A or DMT 

through T2 service only. 

 

Entities which have been created out of U2A, A2A or DMT requests received via a different channel 

are not covered by the cleansing tool. 

A sample flow is as follows:  

1. A Central Bank user connecting to CRDM through T2 channel creates a Cash Account 

belonging to RTGS domain. 

2. A Central Bank user connecting to CRDM through T2S channel creates a T2S Dedicated Cash 

Account. 

3. When the cleansing tool runs, only the Cash Account created in step 1 will be physically 

deleted. 

3 Input parameters 

When issuing a cleansing request to the Service Operator, Central Bank users can provide the 

following parameters: 

- System Entity 

- Time Period Reference 

 

The System Entity is mandatory and will trigger the cleansing tool to physically delete entities created 

by users belonging to that specific System Entity. 

The users are: 

- Central Bank Users 

- Payment Bank and Ancillary System users belonging to the Central Bank 

 

Time Period Reference is an optional parameter to request the Service Operator to trigger the 

cleansing tool only for the entities which have been created during a specific time window. 

 

This adds more flexibility to the Central Bank users needing to physically delete entities which has 

been created in a specific time window. 

If the Time Period Reference is not provided, maximum possible coverage is intended, i.e. all the 

entities created within the System Entity are physically deleted. 
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4 Deletion of records  

The requirement for a cleansing tool from user perspective is to be able to physically delete the 

Common Reference Data Management entities in order to create a new constellation using the same 

business information (e.g. Party Codes, Cash Account numbers, etc). 

 

To achieve this goal, the Cleansing Tool will perform a physical deletion of database records created in 

the target environment database. 

These records lie in different data structure categories which are: 

- Active records 

- Staging records 

- Audit trail information records 

 

Active records are the most recent version of Common Reference Data Management entities. These 

records are propagated to the interested components and queried by the users. 

Staging records keep all the versions for a specified entity and are used to provide the history of an 

entity. 

Audit trail information records are technical records required to provide with a complete audit trail on 

a specific entity. 

 

All of these records must be physically deleted by the cleansing tool to prevent referential integrity 

issues in the database and give users, when needed, the possibility to create again the same data 

constellation which has been physically deleted.  

 

5 Processing description 

The cleansing tool, in the provided range of time and System Entity, will scan all of the creation 

requests which have been received through the T2 Network Service. 

These include: 

- A2A messages 
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- U2A interactions (including creation requests awaiting for approval in 4-eyes mode) 

- DMT file uploads 

 

Depending on the entity to be physically deleted, the deletion process triggers the removal of all and 

only the entities that belongs to it: no other cleansing is done for references to this entity within 

entities different than the one for which the cleansing is applied. 

 

Party 

When a party of type Payment Bank is physically deleted, the following entities are removed from the 

database: 

- Party, Party Address, Party Name, Party Code, Contact, Party Restriction, Party Technical 

Address  

 

Party Service Links 

When T2 Party Service Links are physically deleted, the following entities are removed from the 

database: 

- Party Service Link, RTGS Configuration, CLM Configuration 

 

Cash Account 

When a Cash Account is physically deleted, the following entities are removed from the database: 

- Cash Account, Account Threshold Configuration, Additional Account Configuration, Reserve 

Management Account Configuration, Cash Account Restrictions  

 

Grant Role 

When a Grant Role is physically deleted, the following entities are removed from the database: 

Party Role, User Role 

 

Message Subscription Rule Set 

When a Message Subscription Rule Set is physically deleted, the following entities which have been 

created in the same range of time, are removed from the database: 

- Message Subscription Rule, Message Subscription Rule Set Party  
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Report configuration 

When a Report Configuration is physically deleted, the following entities which have been created in 

the same range of time, are removed from the database: 

- Report Configuration Party Link 

 

The following entities which are independent, will be physically deleted if belonging to the given 

Central Bank and created in the referenced range of time: 

- Technical Address Network Service Link 

- Banking Group 

- Routing 

- Ancillary System Bilateral Agreement 

- AS Procedure Links 

- Ancillary System Procedures 

- Standing Orders for Limits 

- Limits 

- Standing Order for Reservations 

- Liquidity Transfer Orders 

- Direct Debit Mandates 

- Authorised Account Users 

- Settlement Bank Account Group 

- Account Monitoring Group 

- Liquidity Transfer Group 

- Grantee Privilege 

- User 

- User Certificate DN Links 

- Certificate DN 

- DN-BIC Routing 

-  

5.1 Shared entities recommendations 
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In order not to interfere with other Settlement Services such as T2S and TIPS or another Central Bank 

setup or not to create inconsistencies, users should follow these recommendations: 
 

General recommendation 
 
The creation of objects outside the Time Period Reference used for the Cleansing Tool (which will 

then not be deleted) but referencing an object created inside the Time Period Reference used for 
the Cleansing Tool (which will then be deleted) creates an inconsistency.  

 
The same logic as above applies replacing the Time Period Reference concept with the System 

Entity/Central Bank one. To this extent, cross-border scenarios should be either avoided, or strictly 

coordinated to limit the risk of inconsistencies in the database and unpredictable effects on the data 
propagation to T2. 

 
In addition, for data constellations affecting several settlement services, the risk of having 

inconsistencies is lower if the following specific suggestions are taken into account. 

 
User 
 
Central Banks should define Users which are specific for T2 Service only, that is not granting them any 

privilege related to other Settlement Services. 
If a User created with T2 Service is granted with T2S or TIPS Privileges, it will be physically deleted by 

the cleansing tool if the creation of the User has been performed in the range of time considered by 

the tool. 
 

Liquidity Transfer Orders 
 

Liquidity Transfer Orders which have been defined for a T2 Cash Account in the range of time 

considered by the cleansing tool, are physically deleted even if they target a Cash Account of another 
settlement service. 

In such cases it is recommended to delete the Liquidity Transfer Orders beforehand. 

 

Banking Groups 
 

Banking Groups in T2 can be populated with Payment Banks belonging to several Central Banks, that 

is not only under the responsibility of the Central Bank which created the Banking Group (Cross-

border Banking Groups). 

When a Central Bank requests the physical deletion of their data, Payment Banks which have been 

added to a Banking Group by another Central Bank must be removed from the Banking Group prior to 

the execution of the cleansing tool to avoid inconsistencies.    

 

Settlement Bank Account Groups 

Settlement Bank Account Groups are associated by the creator Central Bank to the responsible 

Ancillary System. From that moment on, any Central Bank can add Cash Accounts to a Settlement 

Bank Account Group even if the owner Ancillary System belongs to a different Central Bank (Cross-

border Settlement Bank Account Groups). 
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When a Central Bank requests the physical deletion of their data, Cash Accounts which have been 

added to a Settlement Bank Account Group by another Central Bank must be removed from the group 

prior to the execution of the cleansing tool to avoid inconsistencies. 

 

Account Monitoring Groups 

Account Monitoring Groups are associated by the creator Central Bank to the responsible Ancillary 

System. From that moment on, any Central Bank can add Cash Accounts to a Settlement Bank 

Account Group even if the owner Ancillary System belongs to a different Central Bank (Cross-border 

Settlement Bank Account Groups). 

When a Central Bank requests the physical deletion of their data, Cash Accounts which have been 

added to a Settlement Bank Account Group by another Central Bank must be removed from the group 

prior to the execution of the cleansing tool to avoid inconsistencies. 

 

Liquidity Transfer Group 

Liquidity Transfer Groups are created by Central Banks and any Central Bank can add Cash Accounts 

to it (Cross-border Liquidity Transfer Groups). 

When a Central Bank requests the physical deletion of their data, Cash Accounts which have been 

added to a Liquidity Transfer Group by another Central Bank must be removed from the group prior to 

the execution of the cleansing tool to avoid inconsistencies. 

 

Message Subscription Rule Set 

Message Subscription Rules belonging to a Message Subscription Rule Set can have references to 

parties or cash accounts which will be physically deleted by the cleansing tool. 

Prior to the execution of the tool, to avoid inconsistencies, these references must be removed from 

the Message Subscription Rule Sets. 

 

Report Configuration 

A Report Configuration can be set up to provide several parties with the same report. 

Report Configuration Party Links which reference a party that will be physically deleted by the 

cleansing tool, must be removed from the related Report Configuration to avoid inconsistencies. 

6 Cleansing workflow 

The following diagram depicts workflow for cleansing tool. 
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- Users shall open a service request to ask for the cleansing of a specific System Entity 

configuration and optional time period reference. 

 

- The Operator will submit the request with the related parameters and report the requestor 

about the result of execution. 

 

Service Request

Perform 
Cleansing

Operator

CRDM Repository

NCB

Cleansing Result

 

7 Security 

Only users of the Operator can access the CRDM Cleansing Tool functions. 
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